
WALKING SAFARI
Walking in the wild not only allows for a truly unique experience, it also means you gain a more in depth understanding of the 
natural word that surrounds you. Follow in the footsteps of the iconic big-five, learn about their detailed tracks and behaviors 
to even the different trees that surround you as you walk. Century Safaris has listed three walking trails itinerary’s found in 
three of our favorite countries – Botswana, South Africa and Zambia.  

AFRICA ON FOOT | WILDERNESS TRAILS 
Africa on Foot Wilderness Trails is a one-of-a-kind mobile safari 
experience in South Africa. This is one is for the adventurers and 
nature lovers who are looking for a walking safari experience like no 
other. Each day is spent walking through the 8000 hectare reserve 
in the Greater Kruger Park, and each night is spent at a new, fully 
set up mobile campsite in a scenic location. Highly qualified trails 
guides will conduct walks through game rich areas, where the big 5 
roam freely amongst plenty of other mammals and plains game. Your 
3- day trail will cover a diverse landscape dotted with hills, waterholes 
and rocky terrain - plenty of scope to view of a variety of game!

Rates From | R8250.00 per person for the 3-night Trail

ROBIN POPE SAFARIS | ZAMBIA 
South Luangwa was the original walking safaris destination, and Robin 
Pope has been operating since 1991 and were the first to promote 
walking safaris in Africa. This 7 day itinerary has long considered the 
best wilderness experience in South Luangwa and your experienced 
guides have incredible knowledge of this unique terrain and the 
animals that inhabit it. This pristine part of Zambia is remote and 
wild and untouched, there are many things to see whilst walking 
from termites and bee-eaters to lions and elephants, you will learn 
the intricacy and interconnectivity of the bush around you. Almost 
each day is  spent at a different mobile camp, set up in remote and 
scenic locations and of course perfect for game viewing. Each day 
you will cover around 10km following the winding Mupamadzi River. 

Rates From | US$ 5364 per person sharing for the 7 nights 

AFRICA ECCO | BOTSWANA
Afrika Ecco Safaris offers something different, taking adventurous 
guests deep into nature and guiding them through the best of 
Botswana’s wilderness. The beauty of this safari is that there is no 
sole location, and the whole trip is an adventure discovering the 
safari hotspots of the irresistibly wild country on foot, by boat and 
on game drive. Itineraries can include: the fan-shaped floodplains 
of the Okavango Delta; acacia-filled grass plains of the Central 
Kalahari; game-rich Xinii lagoon in Moremi Game Reserve; endless 
Makgadikgadi salt pans; northern Chobe’s pristine Savute Marsh.  
The safari experience at Afrika Ecco is all encompassing in that 
it offers game activities for both land and water to suit which 
destination is being visited. The whole trip can be tailor-made to 
suit the guests, so that daily schedules are built around what the 
guests would most like to do whether that’s walking in the wild or off 
in search of wildlife by boat. 

Rates From | 2 Adults – R6990 pn 


